
 

 

Costa-Frommenwiler (Emil Frey Lexus) take lights-to-flag win  

Third success of the year for the Spanish-Swiss duo, now 3rd in the overall standings 

Imperiale Racing Lambos take 2nd (Venturini-Mapelli) and 3rd (Biagi-Giammaria) 

reinforcing its lead in the Drivers’ and Teams’ standings  

Brits shine in Pro-Am, as Balfe-Bell (Balfe McLaren) win and take class lead 

Da Costa-Sardinha (Sports&You) and Hrachowina-Konrad (MS Racing) confirm Mercedes’ 

dominance in Am and get tied at the top   

Silverstone, 2nd September 2017  

Albert Costa and Philipp Frommenwiler took their third win of the year at the wheel of the 

Emil Frey Racing Lexus RC F, today in Race 1 at Silverstone, dominating the race lights to 

flag and reducing to 6 points their gap to the top position in the overall standings. Alone in 

the lead is now Giovanni Venturini, today second at the wheel of the Imperiale Racing 

Lamborghini Huracan now shared with Marco Mapelli. The Italian team put on the podium 

also the car of Thomas Biagi-Raffaele Giammaria.  

British racers dominated the Pro-Am, with Shaun Balfe-Rob Bell (Balfe McLaren) taking the 

win and the championship leadership, after beating Tom Onslow-Cole –Valentin Pierburg 

(SPS Automotive Mercedes) and the Jordan Racing Bentley of Jordan Witt-Michael 

Meadows.  

In Am, Manuel Da Costa-Miguel Sardinha (Sports&You Mercedes) took their second win of 

the year ahead of Hrachowina-Konrad (MS Racing Mercedes), with the two pairs now tied 

at the top of the standings, ahead of Moiseev-Rizzo (Kaspersky Ferrari), today third.    

THE RACE - Excellent start for poleman Costa who leads ahead of Mapelli, Onslow-Cole, 

Keen, Bouveng, Bell, Biagi, Dolby, Cioci and Sini.  Moiseev spins in lap 1, while there is 

some rubbing between Beirão and Fontana for 12th. In the lead, Costa and Mapelli pull 

away easily and already have a 9-second advantage by lap 4, while Onslow-Cole is third 

ahead of Keen pressed by Bouveng. M.Farnbacher passes Sini for 10th but there is a contact 

between the two. 

Positions then stabilize, with the nicest battle shifting to the Fontana-Liberati duel for 

P13. Driver changes start in lap 15, with Bouveng, Fontana, Ramos and Hahn stopping first. 

Back on track, the BMW of Rueda manages to hold for a while Costa and Mapelli, who are 

now very close. The Italian though has to serve the 15-sec handicap for new entry.  

 



 

 

After all changes (lap 20), Frommenwiler leads by 11 seconds on Venturini, 27 on Pierburg 

and 34 on Giammaria, with Balfe, Perazzini, Ratcliffe, D.Farnbacher and Rueda following. 

In Am, Da Costa and Konrad are within one second. The gap between Frommenwiler and 

Venturini  stabilizes around 10 seconds, while Giammaria takes third from Pierburg in lap 

24. The fun is in the fight for 6th between Perazzini, Ratcliffe, D.Farnbacher and Rueda 

soon joined by Félix Da Costa and Meadows. It’s Farnbacher emerging up to 5th, crossing 

the line ahead of Pierburg, Félix DA Costa, Ratcliffe, Rueda, Calamia and Perazzni, who 

got a 3-second penalty for not serving the entire handicap. In Am, it’s victory for Da Costa 

ahead of Konrad and Rizzo.  

The winners said 

Albert Costa: “It was a very good day for us. A perfect lap in qualifying gave us the pole, 

which was a crucial advantage in the first stint. We saved new tires for the race, but 

probably made a mistake with the tire pressure, so the end of my stint was a little bit 

difficult, with some handling problems. Luckily, Philipp made a prefect job in his stint.” 

Philipp Frommenwiler: “With about ten seconds of advantage after the pit stop, my 

mission was to keep everything under control, and it went well. The team did a perfect 

job to give us a great car and it’s nice to be back in the high end of the standings.” 

 

PROVISIONAL STANDINGS AFTER ROUND 9 OF 14 

Overall: 1. Venturini, 72 points; 2. Biagi, 70; 3. Costa-Frommenwiler, 66; 4. Rueda-Bouveng, Ramos-Mac, 60; 6. 

D.Farnbacher, 52; 7. M.Farnbacher, 44; etc… 

Pro-Am: 1. Bell-Balfe, 50 points; 2. Cioci-Perazzini; 3. Pierburg, 38; 4. Hahn, 36; 5. West-Ledogar, 34; etc...  

GT-Am: 1. Hrachowina-Konrad, Silva Sardinha-Coimbra Da Costa, 30 points; 3. Rizzo-Moiseev, 27; 4. Basso, 

23; 5. Balbiani, 13; etc...    

Teams: 1. Imperiale Racing, 65 points; 2. BMW Team Teo Martin, 40; 3. Emil Frey Racing, 38; 4. Spirit of Race, 

33; 5. Farnbacher Racing, 31; 6. Garage59, 24; etc…    

 

 

 
For further information at GT Sport, please contact:  
Alfredo Filippone, mob: +32 475 782037, alfredo.filippone@eleven-intl.com 

or visit www.gtopen.net and www.euroformulaopen.net 


